Tennis Match Results
UNCW vs Clemson
Apr 19, 2021 at Clemson, S.C.
(The Duckworth Family Tennis Facility)

Clemson 4, UNCW 2

**Singles competition**
1. Yizhou Liu (MCU21) vs. Bruno Caula (UNCW) 6-3, 6-7 (8-10), 1-1, unfinished
2. Daniel Groom (UNCW) def. Carlos Kelaidis (MCU21) 6-2, 7-5
3. Ryuhei Azuma (MCU21) def. Bekhzod Rasamatov (UNCW) 2-6, 7-5, 6-1
4. #118 Teodor Giusca (MCU21) def. Gabriel Hurtado (UNCW) 6-4, 6-3
5. Jorge Plans Gonzalez (MCU21) def. Michael Copeland (UNCW) 6-4, 6-1
6. Spencer Whitaker (MCU21) def. Leonard Sprovieri (UNCW) 6-4, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Bruno Caula/Daniel Groom (UNCW) def. #40 Yizhou Liu/Teodor Giusca (MCU21) 6-3
2. Ryuhei Azuma/Spencer Whitaker (MCU21) vs. Bekhzod Rasamatov/Dillon Gooch (UNCW) 6-5, unfinished
3. Gabriel Hurtado/Leonard Sprovieri (UNCW) def. Andrew Puscas/Carlos Kelaidis (MCU21) 6-4

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3); Singles (5,4,6,2,3)